Summer Reading 2019
Pre-AP English I
Congratulations for enrolling in Pre-AP English I! This summer we ask that you choose and read one of the
following novels:
Unbroken: A World War II Story of Survival, Resilience, and Redemption by Laura Hillenbrand
The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian by Sherman Alexie
Rebecca by Daphne Du Maurier
All the Light We Cannot See by Anthony Doerr
Ender’s Game by Orson Scott Card

If you need help choosing your novel, visit websites such as Amazon.com or Goodreads.com to read plot
summaries and book reviews.
We will be focusing on the idea of “change over time” as we discuss, analyze, and write about these books
in the first three weeks of the school year. Here are some key questions to help you read critically:


What are the key themes and ideas presented in the novel, and how do they impact the journey of the
protagonist?



How does the protagonist grow and develop as s/he faces new challenges and new conflicts in the story?



How does the protagonist change himself/herself, others around him/her, and/or the world s/he lives in?

Remember what it takes to be an active reader. We encourage you to highlight and annotate the text as you read.
Challenge yourself to dig deep and ask philosophical questions.
We look forward to meeting you!
Pre-AP English I Teachers
Contact Information for Questions:

Julie Vick
julie.vick@birdvilleschools.net
Jana Sayman jana.sayman@birdvilleschools.net

Summer Reading 2019
Pre-AP English II
In preparation for Pre-AP English II in the coming school year, you will be reading your choice of one of
the following novels this summer. We will be discussing, analyzing, and writing about these works in the
first few weeks of the semester, so it is imperative that you read thoroughly and completely, and we
encourage you to make any relevant notes in your book. Below are the three options available. You only
need to read one of them by the first day of school.

To Kill a Mockingbird
Harper Lee

I am Not Your Perfect
Mexican Daughter

Chaim Potok

In this American classic, when
her father takes on an
impossible court case inflamed
with racial tensions, Scout
Finch learns about the best
and worst of human nature in
her small Alabama town.

After a tragic accident, Julia
finds that she must keep her
family together and live up to
their impossible expectations,
all while uncovering secrets
that may change everything
she ever thought she knew.

Set in Brooklyn during World
War II, Reuven and Danny
form an unlikely friendship
over baseball, the pursuit of
truth, and disappointing their
fathers’ expectations for their
futures.

Erika L. Sánchez

The Chosen

Consider the following when reading your book:
- What images, scenes, characters, settings, and conflicts are especially significant in the work?
- What is the author’s point or message behind those significant moments?
- How does the work depict the joy, confusion, and struggle of growing up?
- How does the main character change throughout the book, and what causes those changes?
- How is the book significant in regard to the time and place that it was published?
We look forward to meeting you in August. Have a wonderful summer!
BISD Pre-AP English II Teachers

Summer Reading AP Language and Composition
This summer we hope that you will add to your reading repertoire by looking at
some of the literary nonfiction that is gaining popularity at the moment. Much of it is just
as readable as any novel you might pick up and especially enjoyable because it discusses
things that actually occurred. In light of this, you need to choose one of the following books
and read it this summer—of course, you may read all of them if you like.
The Other Wes Moore, Wes Moore
Into the Wild, Jon Krakauer
I Am Malala, Malala Yousafzai
Each of the books deals with a young adult in some crisis situation either of their
own making or put on them by society. As you read, please make note of ways the
individual copes with that adversity. You will be writing about that issue, for your first test
grade, sometime during the first three weeks of class, and it will set the stage for the type of
insightful dialog you can anticipate in AP Language and Composition.
Junior AP Teachers
BISD
NEW (proposed May 2017)
The Kid Who Climbed Everest, Bear Grylis (not the greatest writing but totally safe)
Wild, Cheryl Stayed (language issues, mainly in first chapter)
Into the Wild, Jon Krakauer (a little harder to get through than the other two)
The summer reading assignment would actually be a revision of the 2006 lit. open ended question.
In many non-fiction works, a physical journey—the literal movement from one place to another—also
becomes a journey of self-awareness. Write an essay analyzing the relationship between the physical
and psychological journeys faced by the protagonist of the book you read for summer reading. Be sure
to support your essay with specific details from the book and to explain how those details support the
issue presented in the prompt. Avoid merely summarizing the book.

Summer Reading 2019
AP English Literature
Congratulations for enrolling in AP English Literature! This summer we ask that you read one
of the novels below for the beginning of the school year. We will be discussing, analyzing, and
writing about the novel in the first three weeks of the school year.
Choose one of the following novels:

Life of Pi
Yann Martel

The Road
Cormac McCarthy

The Handmaid’s Tale
Margaret Atwood

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close
Jonathan Safran Foer

As you read this summer, consider the following:
-

Annotate the book! Take notes in the margins and/or put sticky notes throughout with your
thoughts and reactions. You may read this book in June and not have to discuss it until August –
you want to have some points to look back on.

-

Take notes! This doesn’t have to be formal, but make it work for you. Things I would suggest
you look for include: characters, key scenes that significantly influence the plot, symbols, major
metaphors, significant uses of figurative language, and settings.

-

Ask questions! If you don’t understand something, write it down. If you think a scene is
strange, odd, or unexplainable, make a note with what you’re thinking.

-

Consider the effect of the setting on the protagonist and how the effect contributes to the
meaning of the work as a whole.

-

Bottom line – Be an active reader!

Be prepared to think critically and write analytically about your novel of choice. Please also get
your hands on How to Read Literature Like a Professor (Revised Edition) by Thomas C. Foster.
You will need this book the first week of school.
I look forward to meeting you!
Rachel Nichols
rachel.nichols@birdvilleschools.net
AP English Literature
Birdville High School

